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Foreword

Any academic institution worth its salt will ensure that it has a
publication that affords the internal and external stakeholders of the
institution an insight into the curriculum and extra-curricular and
administrative life of the institution. It is against that background that I
commend the administration, staff and students of GTI on the
production of this Magazine, which has been in the pipe-line for
sometime. In doing so, they are reviving the tradition of the Institution
and enabling, in part, the upkeep or restoration of its image.
GTI is a technical and vocational institution. I dare say, the premier
post-secondary technical and vocational institution in the country. GTI
has led the way in the past and is challenged to continue in that role, into the future.
The content of this edition is on-point given the role that such a magazine should play. It seeks to give the
reader an historical perspective of the institution. Given the demography of Guyana and the overwhelming
number of youth, it is necessary that any such magazine engages in an exposé about the institution thus
availing much needed information.
The institution’s collaboration with stakeholders is also highlighted. This reflects the institution's
understanding that it does not exist in a bubble; it draws its community from the wider society; and is
intended to respond to the needs of the wider society as a technical vocational education provider.
Any such institution is required to observe best practices and international standards. It is therefore
admirable that this important aspect of education service provision is also addressed in the magazine.
Also worthy of note is the magazine's attention to gender and students' welfare, as issues which are
germane to providing the appropriate environment and services for the enhanced delivery of technical and
vocational education.
All in all, the magazine is reflective of the internal elements of any such institution and the environment in
which it has to exist. It is a good source of knowledge about the institution as well as a good guide in
relation to matters pertinent to the governance and delivery of education.
The effort is commendable and is commended for reading. Hereafter, a sustained effort is desired thus
ensuring that the magazine is produced on a regular basis in furtherance of enlightened discussions and
information sharing relevant to the community's growth and development.
Vincent Alexander
Chairman
GTI Board of Governors.

On behalf of the Board of Governors, Management
& Staff, I would like to convey our sense of
accomplishment and pride in the academic and
technological opportunities we provide for our
students. Students may enroll in a wide variety of
programmes offered at GTI, which enable them to
integrate core academic subjects coupled with their
selection of technical training.

Principal and member of Caricom Education for
Employment representative (C-EFE) Pat Bidart

GTI enjoys a well-deserved reputation of academic
excellence. Our dedicated and talented lecturing and support staff are justifiably proud of all that the Institute has to
offer. We also encourage personal development through student participation in a wide range of hands on activities,
as all students are expected to achieve their personal best and it is our aim to work with the community and students
to enable a successful transition to employment, further training or advance studies at the completion of study at
GTI.
I encourage you to browse the site to get a sense of the many opportunities for
education development that we offer our students. I hope you will take the
opportunity to contact us and arrange a visit so that you can see for yourself why
the Government Technical Institute is leading the way in Technical Education.
Please take the time to explore our face book page which provide useful and
helpful information, as well as institute resources for both students and

par-

ents, as I look forward to getting to know you this year. If you have any questions or concerns regarding your student's educational programme please contact me on 592-227-1197.

Mrs. Renita Crandon Duncan
Principal (GTI)

As early as 1931, the Director of
Education of the colony established a
wood-working Trade Centre at Kingston,
offering full-time training in Cabinet
Making and Mechanical Drawing. In
1947, the then Adviser on Technical
Education recommended the establishment of a Technical Institute and
subsequently, Mayor C.E. Darlington
was named as the first principal.
The Government Technical Institute is
located on three (3) acres of land in Non
Pariel
Park,
Woolford
Avenue,
Georgetown. This land was donated to
the Georgetown Town Council by Mr.
Quintin Hogg, a former sugar plantation
proprietor and well-known English
Philanthropist. The building was completed in July, 1951 and provided over thirty -three thousand (33,000)
square feet floor space with six workshops and seven classrooms.

Over the years, the Institute expanded considerably and now contains an area almost sixty six thousand four
hundred (66,400) square feet of floor space in four buildings: including workshops and laboratories, classrooms, administrative buildings, resource centre, central stores, staff common room, canteen and ancillary
staff facilities. The Science laboratories and the Business Education classrooms are housed in a two- story
building donated by Messrs. Sponsors Ltd. and Barclays Bank International as gifts for Guyana attaining its
Independence in 1966.

THE EVOLUTION OF GTI
The Government Technical Institute
(GTI) was established in May 1951 and
is the flagship of Technical Institutes in
Guyana. The instate provides the tools
and opportunities for career and academic success to thousands of learners
each year. While GTI continues to offer
training to students for the relevant
industries, the major thrust remains that
the training is intended to be direct and
pertinent to the beneficiaries and
ultimately, Guyana as a whole.
Initially, with admittance of one
hundred and fifty (150) students, the
key responsibility of the institution then
Members of Staff in the 1970’s
was to provide training in craft skills, but by July 1956
Technician
level courses were introduced and by September 1961, Diploma level programmes were
included To-date the institute’s total number of courses offered is thirty-five (35). By day, the Institute
would serve post secondary students; coupling real-world job skills and rigorous academics and by night,
adults would take to the same classrooms, workshops, and laboratories to develop their skills for the modern workforce.
Graduates can receive an academic Diploma and or Certificate of Proficiency in their career and technical
areas. Graduates enjoy career placement services through industrial attachments, including a co-op
programme that allows highly qualified students to begin their careers from sponsored programmes;
furthermost Technical & Diploma graduates move on to the University of Guyana to pursue Bachelor’s
degrees and diplomas.
Norman McLean’s Training Room (room dedicated to former chairman of BOG Maj. Gen. Retired Norman
Mclean)

Forklift Simulator donated by Mr. Gafoor of Gafoors Industries
Inset: Student and staff demonstrate the use of the facilities and simulators to GTI’s Board Chairman and
other key stakeholders.

VISION STATEMENT
To produce all round and skilled graduates to take Guyana to her rightful place in the “global village”.

Partnerships

GTI continues to partner with a number of local and international entities
like: Gafoor Group of Companies, Farm Supplies Ltd., Food for the Poor
Guyana Inc., Cummings Electrical, Farfan and Mendes, MACORP, Courts
Guyana Ltd., Rubis, Central Auto Repairs and Auto Supplies, to mention a
few local partners. GTI’s international partners include three Canadian
Colleges: Durham College, College of the North Atlantic and the Marine
Institute; and Nykopings Gymnasium from Sweden.
These local companies also afford GTI’s trainees the opportunity to be
exposed to industry via:

Industrial Attachment
In 2016, over 400 of GTI’s trainees were exposed to Industrial Attachment at various companies
and the institution can boast that employers are generally

pleased with the level of performance and degrees of competence exhibited by our trainees.

Corporate Social Responsibility
In an effort to go beyond what is required for
student training, GTI continues to embrace and
improve the well-being of the Guyanese citizens
and society through various social and
charitable acts.
Students pampering residents of Ivy Hall Memorial
Home (extreme right) ; Bicycle rack donated to St.
John’s College)

Rubis Guyana donates tool to GTI

GTI team visits Sweden Partners in
Sweden

GTI donates cupboard to Victoria
Nursery School

WOMEN IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION

SAFETY AND HEALTH
All staff and students take individual responsibility for
health and safety. They are given the opportunity to participate in health and safety management.
GTI has an effective method of identifying hazards:
1. Eliminating or isolating any hazard that arises in/out
of the school environment which are likely to cause
harm to staff, students or others.
2. Minimizing the effects of hazards, if they cannot be
practicably eliminated or isolated.
3. Creating and maintaining a safe working environment. Having in place, plans and procedures for
foreseeable emergencies that may arise in the workplace.
4. Ensuring accurate recording, reporting and investigation of injuries.
There is ongoing evaluation, review and updating of our
compliance with our health and safety programme and
this policy.

COMPETENCY BASED EDUCATION
(QUALITY ASSURANCE &
QUALITY CONTROL)
Competency Based Education Training (CBET) is built on the philosophy that “almost all learners can learn equally
well if they receive the kind of instructions they need.”.
To make this philosophy work, CBET requires significant changes in the development and the administration of the
modularized/unit-based programmes.
Although Technical and Vocational Education has always been concerned with the practical demonstration of skills,
CBET places a new and systematic emphasis on this principle. CBET dictates a changing role in teaching from the
conventional information-giver to that of a resource person, while the student/trainee will have more responsibility
for his/her own learning and progress.
On completion of the Level one (1) training in an area of competency, competent students will be awarded a
Caribbean Vocational Qualification (CVQ) from the Council for Technical and Vocational Education and Training
(TVET). On completion of the level one (1), trainees will be allowed to move on to level 11 CVQ in the respective
fields of study.

MISSION STATEMENT

The Government Technical Institute, as the leading Institution Is committed to offer quality training to our students
with the availability of high quality facilities, qualified and caring staff at a prime location.

STUDENT WELFARE

STUDENT GUILD

GTI has a functioning Students’ Welfare Officer who
looks after the all-round development of students. In
addition to welfare matters, students are facilitated as
individual and/or group with counseling sessions. Parents
are also counseled. All is done in an effort to increase the
employability skill of students as the Officer also
arranges classes in soft-skill and personality
development.
Students are exposed to a monthly doctor’s visit, blood
donation drives, scholarships and international student
exchanges, financial assistance, among others.

The institute is dedicated to student success; every
student matters and plays an integral role in the growth
and development of our institute!
The performance of our students is evident in the structure
of the Board of Governors, where the President of the
Student Guild sits as a voting member and is very active
in the Institution’s Graduation Ceremony.
The Guild also comprises of an Executive Body: officers
from 1st & 2nd year students with a representative from
each of the seven (7) departments The Guild organize a
number of events throughout the year including its
popular Culture Day and Movie Night.
Members of The Executive Body of the
Student Guild, 2016/2017

STAFF DEVELOPMENT
Staff development training is continuous and training is
conducted throughout the school year as a means of empowerment for staff members. Areas of emphasis for this
academic year include:
Annual Day of Sports was held on October 20, 2016 at
the GNS Ground, Munroe House emerged the winner of
this 2016 sports. Even the staff enjoyed the sporting

activities as they demonstrated their skill of sportsmanship with the student and their colleagues.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Occupational Health and Safety
Induction and Orientation
Item Writing and Test Construction
English Language for the Technical Teacher
Research development

In addition to our in house training, a number of lecturers
and administrative staff are pursuing, and have pursued
studies at the University of Guyana and other Tertiary
Institutions.

EXTRA CURRICULA ACTIVITIES
Opportunities for students’ development are wide ranging; the institute’s Open Day activity are for parents, prospective students & industries alike. Students may also develop their interests and creative abilities by participating in extra
-curricular activities such as Bible club, Debating, Environmental club, PYARG and the Culture Society.
We invite industry to come on board and sponsor our breakfast club for students!

ACTIVITIES PERFORMED FOR

SUPERVISION & INSPECTION
1.

Observe the teaching-learning process;

2.

Observe the training process and discuss with employers and with work-based learning trainers;

3.

Evaluate the data on rates of retention, progression
and achievement;

4.

Discuss with representatives of students, teachers and
trainers for the management Quality;

5.

Assurance and Evaluation for employees and parents;
EFFECTIVENESS OF QUALITY ASSURANCE

STUDENT ASSESSMENT:
1.

Is results-oriented;

2.

Refers to all aspects of the activity of the Institute,
but is focused mainly on the quality of vocational
education and training;

3.

Is carried out with the participation of all
beneficiaries (the institute, students, employers,
parents);

4.

Leads to the appreciation of performance through
reference to the impact that vocational education and

1.

Use of student-centered teaching methodology;

2.

Improvement of the quality of the teaching process
after regular evaluation (at least annually) of students’
satisfaction;

3.

and assessment activities;
4.

Offering individual support, at students’ request;

5.

Knowing and applying the quality assurance measures
established at school level.

6.

Internal monitoring of TVET quality;

7.

Coordination of TVET quality assurance and evalua-

training has on students and other stakeholders;
5.

Team planning, at least at curriculum level, of teaching

tion processes.

Identifies weaknesses and strengths and allows for
setting of the necessary improvements

The purpose of student-assessment is to lead to the
improvement of the entire activity of the syllabus and
mainly of the learning outcomes. The student-assessment
process represents an action of collective responsibility
at the level of the class.

ASSESSMENT PLAN AND EXECUTION
In order to assist GTI in better managing the quality of
their learning and training provision and to guide the inspectorates or supervisor for internal monitoring activities. The
Quality Assurance Framework is based on student & administrative -assessment, a process through which evaluation
is performance, after collecting and analyzing the evidences .

Guyana Lands &
Survey Commission
Administering Lands, Promoting Development

Established on June 1, 2001 through the implementation
of the Guyana Lands and Surveys Commission (GLSC)
Act, Act No. 15 of 1999, the GLSC as a semi-autonomous
government agency replaced the former Lands and Surveys Department of the Ministry of Agriculture.
Our overarching mandate is “to have charge of and act
as guardian over all public lands, rivers and creeks of
Guyana” . This drives our vision to “provide the
foundation for maximising access to land, undertake and
regulate surveys, provide information and thereby
manage public lands in accordance with the principles of
transparency, accountability, equity and sustainability,
to support national development and poverty reduction.”

MONEY TO ATTEND CLASSES

Unless students have financial help from family
or are lucky enough to get scholarships or
grants, they are often forced to borrow or work
part- to full-time to successfully complete their
studies at GTI. For some students of GTI, they
may incur bills that are not paid for by their parents. Some have groceries to buy and kids to
We are proud to be in partnership with the Government take care of; they drop out because they simply
Technical Institute (GTI) for over a decade sponsoring have to work as compared with any other reason
students for the Diploma in Surveying, providing intern- they give. Although strides have been made to
ships and ultimately recruiting graduates and alumni into increase access to higher education for lowour dedicated and vibrant workforce as Surveyors, Surincome families, as GTI require no tuition cost,
vey Technicians and Land Administration Officers.
many students are still leaving without complet.
ing their
GLSC Head Office | 22 Upper Hadfield Street, D'Urban
CertifiBacklands, Georgetown | +(592) 226-0524-9 |
cate
or
www.glsc.gov.gy
the Diploma.
WORK/LIFE BALANCE
Since the programmes usually require a minimum course load, students must often juggle several classes a week coupled with their
job, families and other commitments. If students are not able to rearrange their work schedules, to fit with their class schedules, they
are usually forced to choose work at the expense of this education.
Many working students find it convenient to take advantage of the
Day-Release Programmes wherein they can have one day per week for classes; while some students have
the option of coming to the Evening Classes. There is no disadvantage in the choices or methods, as it becomes less difficult to find time to study and work on group projects and research, because they are busy
making money to afford basic necessities, or to take care of their families. A student is more likely to drop
out -- whether for a year or permanently -- if he/she were not able to strike a healthy balance with work,
school, social activities and family life.

Over time, members of our Departments, through their commitment and
dedication, have excelled at their endeavors and have made significant
contributions to the educational mission of our Institute. Within their
respective Departments, they all strive to assure excellence in education
delivery. At GTI, members of our departments not only adapt to changing
situations, requirements, or opportunities but also seek out new ways of
delivering and disseminating our educational programs.

become reality!

Meet the Seniors Lecturers/ Heads of Departments in GTI who
offer all that it takes to help prospective and current students attain their
educational and career goals; whether it is the
aspiration of
students to conclude their studies here at GTI with the needed
skills and certifications to enter the workforce or to move on to
higher institution such as Universities- it is here where dreams

Mark Adams

Education is the most powerful weapon which can be used to change the world—Nelson Mandela

Government Technical Institute
Woolford Avenue
Non Pariel Park
Georgetown
www.gtiguyana.com

Telephone Nos: (592) 226 2468 (General Office);
(592) 227-1197 (Principal’s Office)
(592) 226-2460 (Fax)
Email:
gti_guyana@yahoo.com
Facebook:
Government Technical Institute

